Go Givers Make a Difference’ Challenge
Year 4 children have been busy this term participating in the ‘Go Givers Make a Difference’ Challenge.
This child-led citizenship project supports pupils in addressing a cause that they want to do something
about.

times

After lots of discussion and voting, the chosen focus was helping children in need, such as refugee
children. One child said, ‘We enjoyed thinking of different causes and how we could do something to really
make a difference. It was great that we all got to vote on the cause that we wanted to support.’
The benevolent youngsters decided on ‘treat’ boxes for children who may have lost homes and
belongings, and contacted the Rotary Club who
have provided boxes and will transport the items.
Teachers described how, ‘They have loved taking
ownership, driving the project and making
democratic decisions.’
The children wrote persuasive letters appealing
for donations to fill the boxes. An afternoon was
spent sorting and boxing the items. They have
also organised a teacher raffle to raise the money
that is needed to send them off to where they will
be most needed.

Joy Lane Primary School

Welcome to the Summer Edition of Term Times 2016

Representatives presented their ideas to the
Sheriff of Canterbury and their work has even
been recognised further afield. Its potential to
create empathy, understanding and really make a
difference to children's outlooks and to the lives of
others, has led to it being shared at the ‘Go Givers’ British Values conference in London in June!

I am delighted to share with you the wonderful learning opportunities that have been offered to our children

Teachers described how the children have gained so much from the project, saying, ‘The challenge has
presented an opportunity for children to take the lead in making a difference to the wider community and
provides an excellent context for meaningful Social, Moral, Spiritual, and Cultural learning, literacy,
numeracy and personal development.’

Dr. Manson. My own childhood memories rose to the fore at the mention of ‘Blue Peter Badges’ – l once was

The Chemical Magic Show

by our great staff – they are always looking at ways to make the most of each child’s education at Joy Lane.
This is just a snippet of what goes on at Joy lane on a day to day basis!
Inside this edition is also a copy of ‘The Oystercatcher’ written by our children and edited by our very own
the proud recipient of one of these too!
In the coming year you will see many structural changes to our School – the diggers arrived today and
building works will commence in earnest during the summer holiday break. This will mean that we will
have to amend routes around the School but this time next year the children will have more space within the

On Thursday, 23rd June 2016 Joy Lane was delighted to welcome The Chemical Magic Show from St.
Lawrence College. Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4 were spell bound as Mr Pegden, Miss Corby, Miss
Sexton and Mr Ebden shared the magic of Science.

school environments, Parents and Carers will have vehicle access to a drop off zone and spaces for parking! I

They made clear liquids turn green, yellow and red with
just a swirl of the wrist. Flames turned orange, red or
green with Sodium, Lithium or Copper solutions.

It is always sad when we say farewell to Staff and, of course, our Year Six children but l am sure you will

We had a mini-firework display as powder was carefully
sprinkled on a flame. Canisters popped as they proved
Newton’s Third Law; for every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction. Can Science be so much fun!
Smoke rings were used to knock polystyrene cups off the
heads of eager volunteers. Water was absorbed by a
white powder to form a gel – Mr Pegden was so confident
he was prepared to turn a cup upside down over Mr Ebden’s head! The children laughed when water
trickled over Mr Ebden’s face and gasped when the cup appeared empty. There was an element of
disappointment!

am delighted that our dream is now becoming a reality.

join me in wishing them continued success and achievement in the next step of their learning journeys. We
are also looking forward to welcoming our ninety Reception children who will be joining our School
Community.
Our children are now settled in their new classes and have been working very hard despite the adverse extreme
warm weather. As ever, thank you for your continued support of our lovely School.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish you a very happy, relaxing summer break and look forward to
seeing you all once more in September.

Sports Week Success

Able Maths Day
This year’s Sports Week was a great success, with children doing
a range of activities from karate to ultimate frisbee to basketball.
The various Sports Days attracted hordes of parents,
grandparents and the occasional older sibling to cheer on the
excited children in events including the sack race, football
dribbling, speed bounce and various different running races. The
afternoons culminated in a very competitive tug of war between
parents. Kaiya (Year 6) said that she loved how everyone was so
determined to try their best, whilst her classmate Lilly’s highlight
was winning the tug of war against the teachers!
During the week, children from Oyster Bay Nursery up to Year 6
took part in yoga classes with Mrs Manson and Miss Beville.
Starting with a Tai Chi warm up, they learnt different yoga animal
poses before following a guided relaxation cool down. Andrew
(Year 5) declared that yoga was “epic”, whilst Alice (Year 4) said
that she and her friends had been practising the poses at playtime.
After teaching 15 classes of yoga, Mrs Manson and Miss Beville

were reported to have found their inner
peace!
Friday saw the culmination of Sports
Week, with children running laps of the
field to raise money for cancer in the
'Race for Life'. Exhausted, but proud of
themselves, the children ran through a
balloon arch to a reward of fruit and
drinks provided by the Friends of Joy
Lane School. Meanwhile, in the pool,
Vicky Whorlow’s team of trusty lifeguards
were running a swimming gala, which
saw four children from each year
compete in time trials. The gala really shone a light on the fantastic
swimming coaching that happens every day at Joy Lane Primary School.
Finally, the event that everyone had been waiting for – the Year 6 versus
Teachers football match. In particular, this year’s match was highly
anticipated as it pitted members of the squad who travelled up to the
National League Finals in Sheffield against their coaches Mr Rogers and
Mr Good. As usual, the teachers showed no mercy, bringing out their best
players including Mr Williams, Mr Ashley-Jones, Mr Harkins and Miss
Robinson. The match saw Mr Moorfield make his Joy Lane footballing
debut and almost score a rather embarrassing own goal as it hit his own
crossbar! The Year 6 children battled bravely, and the skills displayed
showed their talent and determination. After 40 hard-fought minutes, the
final score was 7-5 to the teachers.

On April 25th, Lucy, Ryves, Meerab and Brodie from Year 4 went to Chislet Primary School for an Able Maths
Day with Mr Hall. The day started in the church hall with maths games. Mr
Hall called them ‘Sneaky Maths’! He made the children realise that maths
might not just be ‘maths’ so you might need to look at it from a different angle.
Highlights:
Meerab: “I enjoyed making the shapes during the shape challenge.”
Ryves: “I found break time fun because it took place in the graveyard!”
Lucy: “My favourite part was when Mr Hall was beaten by a computer when
playing a maths game.”
To sum up the whole day, Brodie said: “It was my favourite day ever!”
By Lucy, Ryves, Meerab and Brodie, Year 4

BOOM BANG ASSEMBLY!!!
Have you seen the eye-catching performance of four superb
scientists? Well, it all started when the young group were inspired
by scientists Mr Currie and his friend Dr Gill! Mr Currie and Dr Gill
brought back a patterned cloth which we now have today!
Would you believe that right at the end of the assembly, the main
scientist tried to burn the cloth? I was shocked, my mouth was
gaping, and I would have shouted “NOOOOO!” if my friend Molly
hadn’t covered my mouth!
Lily was quoted as saying, “All I could think about after was:
BOOM BANG KAPOW!”
Cara explained in shock, “I didn’t think it was going to burn!”
By Esme T

Year 5 Maths Challenge at
Junior Kings School in Canterbury
I was asked to support and take four children to Junior Kings School in
Canterbury, to participate in a Maths Challenge comprising of 42
teams. Wow! Pretty daunting! But, do you know what? Rebecca, Zoe,
Holly and Naomi rose to the challenge – I was very proud of them; the
way they listened and took part in every challenge, working together,
listening to each other and really enjoying themselves.
I must admit, we also enjoyed the lovely spread that was laid on for all to enjoy after the Maths Challenge.
Thank you very much to Mr Douglas Buchanan and Junior Kings for inviting us to take part. It was a most
enjoyable and interesting day.
Mrs J Elton

Year 6 visit the East Kent Science Jamboree
A Science Extravaganza on Wednesday, 8th June and Thursday, 9th June at
Discovery Park, Pfizer, Ramsgate Road, Sandwich, Kent, CT13 9ND
Twenty six children represented Joy Lane Primary School superbly at this fantastic
Science Event presented by Mr John Coad.
There was an elemental show with astounding chemical reactions by Mr Coad and
several workshops to captivate the children’s enthusiasm for science.
Looking at our genetic make-up. Humans have 46 chromosomes, ferns have over
1,200 chromosomes while deer have 6! Yes, they only have 6 chromosomes to
pass on all the genetic material needed for new life. The heat seeking cameras
were a great success looking at meal worms. Spiders have a protective
mechanism whereby they release irritating hairs made up of four designs.
Sir Isaac Newton is a famous Scientific name but we studied Non Newtonian Fluids – when agitated they
become solid but at rest they are liquids. The children loved this practical session
especially the pink lab coats and purple gloves! We watched as the liquid changed
state on a pair of speakers.
The final activity was set up by Hornby where children looked at designing a car; 3D
printers and played on a Scalectrix Race Track. The presenters were delighted to
see the team spirit and generosity of Joy Lane pupils who took turns and made sure
everyone had a go.
“What polite children! They are absorbed in the races and so generous to one
another,” commented a presenter from Hornby. Mr Harkins and Ms Bell were so
proud of the 13 children who attended ‘Innovation House’ on the Pfizer site.
On Thursday, 13 more pupils represented Joy Lane at the Jamboree and started with
‘It is Rocket Science’ by making rockets with Bicarbonate of soda, lemon juice and
empty Vitamin C tablet containers. It was so exciting when the rockets exploded into
the air. Sébastien and Adam used dry ice and water to demonstrate a larger rocket
which flew through the air with the greatest of ease. What a lovely way to learn about acids and bases as
well at Newton’s 3rd Law of Motion – for each reaction there is an equal and opposite reaction. This really
was a fantastic way to ‘blast off’ day two.
The children from Year 6 learned about Skittles and how the colour dissolves
into water. They made a lava lamp bubble by adding an effervescent tablet and
saw that ‘oil calms troubled water’ by forming a layer on top. They observed an
endothermic reaction where temperatures plummeted to 5ºC. A gas was also
produced in this reaction which made the sealed bag inflate. “I thought it was
going to explode,” observed Amelia in Rousseau Class. Ben in Rembrandt
Class noted, “The temperature drops so quickly,
you can feel the bag getting cold in your hand.”
The final workshop was called the Nature Detectives and was run by The
Wildwood Trust. The pupils had to be true detectives: observing horns,
teeth and jaws to identify the animals and type of eater they were; matching nests with animals or birds; smelling ‘Poo’ from several animals and
looking at footprints. Our young Forensic Detectives did exceptionally well
and again were complimented for their team work and camaraderie.
All the children were superb and Mrs Stevens, Mrs Waschbusch and Ms
Bell were proud to accompany these ‘Ambassadors’ of Joy Lane Primary
School.

Reculver Presentation
On Monday 6th June, ten Year 5 pupils went to Whitstable Harbour to show a PowerPoint presentation they had
made at school. The pupils were Zoe, Izzy, Rebecca, Emma, Luca
F, Oliver, Nadia and Naomi. Eight excited children attended the
celebration of fifteen new wind farms off the coast of Whitstable.
They went to talk about what they had learnt on their trip to the
beach.
Naomi said, “It was fun to present to so many adults!" Personally, I
thought it was a good opportunity to show what we had learnt. The
themes of the trip were renewable energy, beach life and fossil
sharks’ teeth. These themes were what the presentations were
based on. For renewable energy, they discussed what the
consequences of using fossil fuels are. People are STILL talking
about Rebecca’s crab impression at the end of her presentation!
Zoe

Year 1 Trip to Leeds Castle
Year 1 went on a trip to Leeds Castle and had an amazing day with
wonderful weather. The children thoroughly enjoyed looking around the
castle where they were able to see many features they had learnt about.
These included a beautiful moat, an impressive gatehouse and some
battlements. Other exciting moments of the day included going on a
coach, visiting the gift shop and eating a picnic lunch. As a treat the
children got to visit a castle themed playground which was very exciting!
Here are some of our favourite parts of the day:
“We saw a suit of armour and it was metal and it was really shiny!”
(Millie - Vermeer)
“I liked it when we went up the spiral staircase and looked in all of the
rooms!” (Zachary - Van Gogh)
“My favourite part was going to play in the park because we got to go on
the swings.” (Willow - Da Vinci)
A Fantastic day was had by both staff and children!

Pirates Plunder Joy Lane!
Arrrrr me hearties! Baton down the hatches, raise the flag and set sail for Lumbago in the sea of Sciatica. This
year's end-of-year production saw Year 6 taking on the acting roles and
Year 5 forming the choir in a rip-roaring, swash-buckling rendition of the
musical Pirates of the Curry Bean. Weeks of hard work, rehearsing and
prop making culminated in four fantastic performances to the school and
parents. The plot centres on Jack, Liza and their mother being captured
by pirates (led by a suspiciously pink-bearded Redbeard) in search of
treasure buried on the tropical island of Lumbago. Comedy is provided by
Ship Health and Safety Inspectors Wally and Pratt, bumbling buffoons
Scuttle and Slack and the rather unseaworthy Admiral Hornhonker, who is
more likely to be seen drinking tea and eating Bourbon biscuits than fighting scurvy pirates. Other highlights
include the rat and monkey infestations, and the arrival of the colourful inhabitants of Lumbago. After battling
the pirates, Jack and Liza are reunited with their long lost father, who has been living as the amnesia-afflicted
Chief Wonga. The characters unite to sail the seas together on the Curry Bean. Everyone loves a happy
ending!

Who would have thought that Chemistry could be such fun?
Thank you to John Coad, Pfizer and Discovery Park Ltd for presenting
Chemistry at Work.

Co-director Mr Rogers said the children were amazing: “it’s really allowed their personalities to shine through.”
One of the pirate crew, Harry, claimed, “I would love to be a pirate in real life. It was such fun.” A member of
the Year 5 choir, Kirsty, enthused, “It was fun watching the Year 6s act, and I look forward to acting in it next
year.”

Art Project

Perfect Packed Lunch

On Monday 4th July, Year 4 ventured to the beach to fully immerse themselves in the whole School Coastal Alliance
Art Project. Inspired by John Cooper Clarke’s poem, ‘Nation’s Ode
to the Coast’, the children took photographs around the theme of
‘line’.

On Friday 10th May 2016 there was the Perfect Packed Lunch Award Ceremony. One of the Joy Lane students was
lucky enough to become a finalist. Apparently 23 schools sent over 200 entries in but only 20 made it through! Naomi
(me) magically disappeared at lunch time and some people didn’t even notice I was gone! I left
school and went to get pizza at a restaurant recommended by my teacher Mrs Stanley! Then, I
headed up to the prestigious Turner Contemporary with my mum and my gran. Once we
arrived, we were directed to the upstairs room where the ceremony was, and we took our seats.
There were a few speeches from Laura (the Turner manager) and from the organisers and
founders of the competition. Finally, it was time to unveil the winners, and I was a runner up!
Some people would be disappointed that they didn’t win, but I was just happy to be there, and
to be the only one to get a special recognition certificate! I was asked previously to read out
my poem, and then I was given my certificate! There were lots of photos and then we all had to
say “yaaaaaaaaaaay” for as long as we could. All of us were given certificates for the school
and certificates for us and goody bags. We also got tickets for ice skating for four! I hope I get to
go again because I really enjoyed it - I recommend GB pizza too in Margate! By Naomi

They observed the beautiful seaside scenery from interesting
perspectives: looking for examples of lines on the horizon; the
groynes; the clouds and much more. At the same time, they
collected shells, pebbles and other beach materials to create their
own 3D frames back in the classroom.
Every Year Group created amazing artwork, based on this poem,
using a wide range of mediums. Teachers were so proud to have
their Class’ work exhibited in our Yearly Art Project in the main hall.
Many thanks to Miss S Broadbent for her inspiration; hard work in
presenting these fabulous works of art and the children themselves
who were so motivated by this engaging topic. We look forward to seeing the children’s chosen prints displayed in the
Art Gallery on Tuesday 12th July.

5, 4, 3, 2, 1…Blast Off!
On Friday 10th June, Year 5 were lucky enough to have a rocket and forces workshop organised by Mrs Stanley with
engineer Mr Rawlings who, according to his daughter Zoe, “works in an office in London somewhere and pops over
to Germany a lot.” First, the children designed their rockets on paper before putting their ideas into practice. Armed
with copious amounts of sticky tape, groups of children worked together to make rockets out of paper in a bid to get
their rocket to fly the highest from the launcher. The key to their success was making the rockets airtight and
streamlined. Each rocket was then inserted onto the rocket launcher which puffed a sudden gust of air into it,
propelling it upwards. The record to beat was 72 metres, which was achieved by a Year 5 pupil last year.
Unfortunately, the record was not broken this year, but fun was had by all.
The workshop gave all children the chance to apply their scientific knowledge in a practical setting as well as hone
their teamwork skills. Isabelle agreed, “It is important to have these workshops as it is more creative and fun, and you
learn more than in a normal lesson.”
Rebecca explained that she had learnt a lot about the construction of real rockets and how many steps they had to
go through to be approved before they are built. Mr Rawlings told us that people often have misconceptions about
engineers, thinking that they wear hard hats and build the structures themselves. These school visits are important,
he said, to let children see what an engineer really does during the design process. Who knows, maybe Joy Lane will
produce the next Isambard Kingdom Brunel.

Renoir at Reculver
Friday 13th May wasn’t unlucky for Renoir as they got the opportunity to visit Reculver beach and learn about wildlife
and conservation. Linking in with their work in Science, the class enjoyed
an outdoor lesson amongst the historic ruins of Reculver Towers. With the
wind whipping through the towers, it was the perfect setting to explore
renewable wind energy. The children were given windmills and asked to
explore what locations worked best at catching the wind. It was quickly
established that the windmills needed to be clear of obstacles, which then
fed into our discussion of why the windmills off the coast of Reculver were
so far out to sea.
After our morning lesson, we ate a picnic lunch and had time to play in
Reculver’s new park where the children were commended by members of
the public for their politeness and consideration of the toddlers present.
The
afternoon was spent combing the shoreline for sea creatures and
there was no danger of the children milling around in bewilderment under the expert guidance of Foreshore Officer
Tom.
Crabs, sea weed and shells were collected. At the end, we looked through our treasure as a group. The discovery of
a mermaid’s purse led to a discussion of how some sharks lay eggs whilst others have live babies. Tom recounted
how a sand tiger shark carries several live young but only one is born because it eats all its brothers and sisters
before birth! On the walk back along the beach, Tom set us the challenge of finding sharks’ teeth amongst the pebbles. Children and adults alike took the search very seriously and cheers of excitement rang out when two of the children found a tooth. Disappointment was quashed, however, when Tom gave every child a tooth to take home as a
souvenir of a lovely day.

The Oystercatcher

Missing Nigerian Girl Found!
A girl who was kidnapped by an
extreme Islamic group “Boko
Haram” two years ago has been
found, and the nineteen year old is
back with her mum! Amina Ali
Nkeki was just one of the 276 girls
that were kidnapped; some
managed to escape, but 219 are
still MISSING. They were taken
from a school called “ChiBok” in

DOCTOR WHO
Imagine how nerve wracking it
will be on the first day on set
for Pearl Mackie. She is the
103rd companion for Doctor
Who. The new series began
filming recently, and boy it
looks good. She is a
replacement
for
Clara
Oswaled. She got flowers from
Jenna Coleman, and it was
shared on Twitter. I really want
to watch the new series. Bill
(Pearl Mackie) will step into
the twelfth doctor’s TARDIS.
Are you a classic Doctor Who
fan? Well you’re in luck. A
collector is selling TV- and
movie-themed Doctor Who
props because his wife said,
“there isn’t enough space.”
Have you ever dreamed of
going in the Tardis or being a
Dalek or a Cyberman? Well
you can now. There are 67
items in total including a
Cyberman from the 19th series
and a Dalek from 1966! The
props will attract people from
around the world and are
worth thousands of pounds!
by crashbanger30

Two of the props

Nigeria in April 2014. Boko Haram
was against children getting an
education like in the UK. Some
people came together and found
the missing Nigerian girl! Some of
the helpers on Newsround also
came to help. Maddy asked, “Why
was she kidnapped? How was she
kidnapped? Is there anyone who
does know?” By Diamond Rivers
Oystercatcher reporters
earned a green badge by
writing environmental

Welcome to Joy Lane Primary School’s new newspaper—

Friday 22nd July 2016

NEWS FLASH!
The new Xboxes are the Xbox One S and the
Project Scorpio. Normally, Xboxes come out
every 6 or 7 years, but they decided to
launch two in the next year and a half. The
Xbox One S is coming out in August and the
Project Scorpio is coming out near Christmas
in 2017. Woody (Year 4) declared, “I am
buying them!” By Bragprawn20

REPORTERS EARN BLUE PETER BADGES
The Oystercatcher team recently sent in eco articles to Blue Peter after publishing an
environmental special, and you will be glad to know that we all received a green badge - apart
from Sigurd who received a prestigious silver badge! We had all written about eco causes.
From the toxic mud in the rainforests to Tokyo smog. And from there to animal poaching.
And from there to polar bears. And from there to... Well you get the idea! Many articles! A
blue badge is for sending something in like a picture or poem or for entering a Blue Peter
competition.
The green badge is for doing something eco-friendly like sending in a picture of your plants or
raising awareness for endangered species in some way! (Like writing an article for the school
newspaper perhaps). Orange badges can be awarded to people for being runners up of a Blue
Peter competition. The purple badges can be given when someone has sent in a review of a
Blue Peter episode. The sports badge is new for 2016! To get this badge you can inspire a
friend or someone you know to try a new sport! I can imagine that these will be very popular!
The silver badge is usually awarded to people who already have a blue badge but go the extra
mile and send something else in (like our very own Sigurd). And finally the gold badge. This
is awarded to people who are directly responsible for saving someone’s life. Or occasionally
they can be awarded to high-profile celebrities who are famous for doing something admirable
or for being a role model. Which badge would you like to earn? Report by Apple Crumble

Super summer start
Here we are again with my annual season edition. Today, we are
focussing on the start of summer and how to get into the summer
spirit. My first ideas are to decorate the house in summery things. 1.
Get some fairy lights from a shop - they sell them at Tesco and M&S. Cut out and
decorate some flowers and stick them to the fairy lights. You could do this by using
blutac or glue. Hang them up around your bed with an adult’s permission: this looks
really cute and definitely gets you in the summer mood. 2. Buy some pegs - you can get
these from most craft shops (I got mine from Wilko). Then get some paper (coloured
paper saves time) and cut out a flower shape. Now comes my favourite bit...unless you
have hayfever, get a flower (please don’t pick one - find one on the ground) and rub it
on the middle bit of the flower. The last step is to stick the flowers onto the peg and
decorate the house. Now a super cool summer game to play. Here’s a game that will get
you hot and sweaty: hide and seek it! 1. Choose one or two people to be on, then sort
out what to count to (my friends make it hard and count to 5). Then go and hide like you
do in hide and seek, but you are not on when they see you, you are on when they “it”
you - that’s why it’s called hide and seek it. By Fernrainforest

Return of the Spaceman
Do you remember when Tim
Peake went up to space, and
we all watched it in school
and how when it buffered
everyone got down on their
knees
and
shouted
“NOOOOOO!”? Well, I am
pleased to report that he
returned on 19th June
(hopefully without being
ambushed by aliens). And
guess what – he did some
really awesome stuff whilst
he was up there!
AWESOMETHING# 1 was
doing the fastest marathon in

space - he completed the London
marathon in 3 hours, 35 minutes
and 21 seconds. The way he did it
was by strapping himself to a
treadmill and running the
distance
like
that.
AWESOMETHING#2 was when
he became the first British
astronaut to do a spacewalk.
AWESOMETHING#3 was when
he sent the first “God save the
Queen” message from space!

have appreciated it because he
was named at her tea party.
AWESOMETHING#5 was that
he had to operate a Rover that
was back on earth while he
was in space, and apparently
he did a great job! This article
proves one thing – Tim Peake
is awesome!
BY CHOCOPIG

AWESOMETHING#4: you know
how he sent a “God Save the
Queen message”? Well, she must

THE EUROS

Vote in the USA
People in the United States will
vote for their new president in
November 2016. The person
they choose will make important
decisions about how the USA is
run, and how it works with
other countries. Barrack Obama
is being replaced by Hilary
Clinton or someone else (they’re
becoming President!). He is
being replaced because he has
had two terms of office, and he
cannot have a third. By Jeff

Report by Crashbanger30.

England went through to the
quarter-finals before being knocked out by Iceland!
This was England’s story... At first England tied with
Russia 1-1 and then England played Wales, and they won in the last 2 minutes.
The scores were 2-1, and they are both through to the quarter-finals. The
scorers for England were James Vardy and Daniel Sturridge. Then a bit later,
England were against Slovakia, and they were quite frustrated because it was
0-0. Guess what England did after the match against Wales? They went out to
the burger café and had fish and chips! So we just have Wales left in the
competition now – a very happy Mr Ashley-Jones has been seen walking
around the school.

Year 6 Exposed!

It’s been a great year here at the Oystercatcher, and I have enjoyed every week which
I have attended. The staff who have helped us here at this awesome club have been a
great support. This is the last article of the paper this school year and my last chance, as I’ll be going to a new
school this September, to write a piece for it.
We thought it fitting that as it was Year 6’s last time here that I should write an article ‘exposing’ our Year 6
reporters who usually write under pseudonyms. Over the past year, six Year 6 pupils have written for the
newspaper. These six are: Caitlin, Ella, George, Sigurd (me), Sophia and Yasmin (pictured above), who have
reported for the Oystercatcher and are in their final year of primary school. Editor-in-chief Mrs Manson said, “I’m
very proud of the high quality of writing that my Year 6 pupils have carried out during their time on the
Oystercatcher. I look forward to hearing whether any of them go into journalism as a career.” I hope that the
Oystercatcher continues without us, and I personally will be reading it when new articles come out.
Report by Sigurd

Queen’s tea party

Hillsborough Disaster Resolution
The Hillsborough disaster took
place at Sheffield Wednesday’s
pitch (called Hillsborough) on
April 15th 1989, 27 years ago. It
was, and is to this day, the largest
sporting disaster ever, killing 96
people and injuring hundreds. The
match was between Nottingham
Forest and Liverpool in the 1989 FA
Cup semi-final, and over 24,000
Liverpool supporters had gathered

outside the gates of Hillsborough.
The number of people was too
much, and people began to be
crushed and suffocated by the
immense crowd of fans eager to
watch the much-anticipated
match.
But what caused this massacre?
Whose fault was it? This topic is
relevant now as the investigation

Helga the Hutt

Pug wars

Are you a fan of Star
Wars and dogs? If you
are, you’ll be happy to
hear this. The force is
strong with these pugs
as a Star Wars themed parade begins in America.
Every year in America, a special parade just for pugs
is held in the pet shelter of the Oregon Humane

into
the
disaster took
place a few
weeks ago.
The results gave relief to friends and
family of victims, finally showing
what caused the deaths of the 96
people. It was a fault by the police in
charge at the event releasing too
many people into the stands at the
same time. This caused the
suffocation and trampling of people
in the stands. Report by Caspian Crystal

Society. This year the theme was Star Wars: the
Pug Awakens. A pug called Helga the Hutt
managed to swipe first place for dressing up as
Jabba the Hutt. Her costume was created by her
owner Gretchen Fersch. The pugs in second
place were Maya and Crash, who were piloting a
six-foot TIE fighter with the help of Brade and
Lorriane Nicholeson.

Poor Baby Rhino
Lofo is a poor baby rhino, who did have a mother, she was killed in a poaching attack in Kruger, in a
national wildlife park. It was because they wanted the ivory from her horn. Some statues (like that
pictured right) may look amazing but…all made out of rhino horns! Yes I said it before: poor, poor
rhinos.

Rhino horn statue

Amazingly, but scared to death (and probably worried), he managed to escape and was found by the Kruger team after 5
days of frantic searching. Experts at a special rhino orphanage called Care for Wild Africa have been taking care of him ever
since he was found by them. He will be safe with them. By Silver Sea Lion

The Last Apprentice

The Disappearing Duchess (pictured above) is
about a murder mystery that the main character
Bianca is trying to solve. The murder victim is not
dead but soon a terrible fire occurs and brings

about his death. Bianca and her friend
Marco follow his last instructions and take
him to a land beyond the paintings…
Find out what happens next by reading this
great book. I’m not telling you about the
sequels - I’m letting you discover them for
yourself! These books are really exciting,
and I rate them 5 stars!
By Shimmer Dazzeledew

I am now going to tell you some facts
about the Queen during her nine
decades on this earth.
She speaks French and often uses the
language for audiences and state
visits. It also helps when she wants to
find out where something is. The
Queen has received over 3.5 million

items of correspondence during
her reign. That is a lot!
Since 1952, she has been given over
404,500 honours and awards.
WOW!
She loves corgis. They are a type of
dog.
Elizabeth has personally held 610
investitures. An investiture is the
ceremony in which an honour is
given to someone for their good
services; the recognitions are

Pig in Boots

published twice a year, in
the Queen's Birthday New
Year's Honours lists.
Queen Elizabeth II is Britain's 40th
monarch since William the Conqueror
was crowned. That’s a lot of kings and
queens!
In 2002, at 76, Elizabeth became the
oldest monarch to celebrate a Golden
Jubilee. The youngest was James I
(James VI of Scotland), at age 51.
About 1.5 million people have attended
garden parties at Buckingham Palace.
By Silver Sea Lion

Pigs Rock!

Pigs are really cool. They are actually the fourth smartest animals in the world! The first
obviously being humans, the second primates (monkeys), the third dolphins and the fourth
pigs. They also have something else in common with humans too - like humans, they are
omnivores, which means they can eat plants and meat. They actually have a built-in tool—the
snout! It is essential for finding food. There are 2 billion pigs in the world, which isn’t that far
away from the human population. Imagine, a world of pigs! Often, people think of pigs as farm animals, but there
are such things as micro pigs, and they are kept as house pets. Pigs actually have reasonably small lungs. Zoe
thinks that pigs are smelly, but also cute. George thinks that pigs are cute. Sigurd thinks that pigs are cool and
yummy. There are quite a lot of famous pigs: Miss Piggy, Piglet, Babe, Wilbur and Ham. March 1st is actually
National Pig Day! I can`t wait! Report by Chocopig

World’s Longest
Pizza

Lofo was badly wounded and needed some care from a team of very clever vets. Rhino poaching is a
gigantic problem where he was and in other parts of Africa. The poachers also attacked the baby rhino and tried to take his
horn away. He would have been very scared of everything including the vets!

The Last Apprentice is a series of books about a
painter’s apprentice by Imogen Rossi. The
series includes 3 books called, No.1, The
Disappearing Duchess, No.2, The Dark City, and
No.3, The Painted War. The themes are
adventure, mystery, magic and friendship. It is
set in the past in La Lumoisa in Italy.

The Queen has been on the throne
for a long time. On 11th June, it was
her official 90th birthday, and to
celebrate we held a tea party in our
classrooms with cakes and juice.

The world’s longest pizza, which is a
mile long, has been made in Italy (of
course)! 200 chefs made the pizza,
and it has been laid across a beach in
Naples. It would approximately take
about 20 minutes to walk one end to
the other. They have broken the
Guinness world record for creating
the longest pizza. The pizza is a
Margherita pizza. Hundreds of
people visited it every day and want
to eat it! I wonder when people
could start eating it? They would be
lucky!
Maybe
people will make
one even bigger,
and the country
could help too.
That will be a lot
of shopping to
do!!
By Crashbanger30

DID YOU KNOW? Technology is changing the world. Not just our
world, animals’ worlds too! When Romina (right), a golden
retriever dog, was hurt in an accident in Mexico, Central
America, specialists at the local university made her a new leg
with joints that copy her natural moves. So now she is enjoying
life again thanks to a 3D printed, prosthetic leg. By Kiwidragon

Orange Bird
A bird fell into a tub of tikka masala while trying to get
food from a bin and turned bright orange. The seagull
was rescued by workers at a factory in Wales and was
taken to a wildlife hospital. They took the curry off, and
the seagull was happy. They managed to get the curry off, but they couldn’t
get the smell off so now he stinks of curry. Lucy (the nurse) said, “the thing
that surprised me was that he smells so good.” By crashbanger30

Google’s Sticky Cars Help Safe Driving!
Google’s sticky cars’ boot would be so sticky that if you hit a
person, the person would stick to the boot instead of hitting the
ground. Don’t panic - they made it so flies won’t stick to the car
so the car won’t be covered with flies. Right now this car is just
an idea, but in the future the roads
might be full of sticky cars! Woody (Year
4) thinks, “I think that sounds cool
because people could be safer.” Harry
(Year 4) agreed, “I think it’s cool because
people might not get as hurt as you
normally would if you get in a crash.”

